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WNGates.com Inc - Meeting your Legal Compliance Needs!

Streamlined Publishing Services

Here's the deal: Many organizations are legally required to post certain

notices for the public regularly. Insurance organizations are required in

many states to publicly post financial disclosures every year. These legal

notices can include

A synopsis of financial results for the previous calendar year,

The number of claims filed, information on revenue and profit,

Data on how many claims were paid and not paid,

Contact information, and

Other information that examines the company’s exposure.

While these financial disclosures make up the bulk of legal notices, there

are also other situations where one is legally required to post something

to public notice. For example:

Annual statements,

Notices of an abandoned property,

Bankruptcies, and

Class actions.

What we can do for you: WNGates.com provides legal publishing

services efficiently, accurately, and effectively.

Publishing in the Digial Age!

What's Up: creating a legal notice is twofold: clients complete

information online, using our proprietary software, and then WNGates

compiles data to create the completed notice, which is forwarded

electronically to the respective newspaper. Notices are published in the

newspapers, which have been vetted to obtain the best possible rate.

Once confirmation of publication has been received, an Affidavit of

Publication is provided electronically to complete the process.

The bottom line: Failure to make a legal notice can result in fines and

other consequences, which is why WNGates can help you avoid legal

challenges by managing the legal notices process from start to finish.

Talk about Change!

Our thought bubble: We’ve been helping companies manage their

compliance as easily and cost-effectively as possible for many years.

WNGates.com Inc carries on the proud tradition of WN Gates

Company, which was founded in 1878 – over 145 years!

One fun thing: Legal notices were once created using a typewriter as

many as 80+ times to create enough copies for each county in a

respective state. We would mail each copy, and wait for the tear sheets to

be mailed back. Once tear sheets were received we would mail the

respective Affidavit of Publication to clients.

The big picture: With the Internet and electronic communication

channels, we now provide faster, more efficient, and easier service than

ever before.

You provide data to WNGates.com online or via email.

We create the respective notice by transferring your data into the

notice template.

Notices are uploaded to newspapers (or emailed).

Confirmation of publication is verified online and the Affidavit of

Publication is immediately sent electronically to clients.

Most importantly, we continue to assess our processes to make certain we

bring you the best possible service at the least possible cost.

Let WNGates.com Inc minimize your role in publishing your legal

notices. You can be sure that your legal compliance requirements will be

fulfilled in an efficient and user-friendly manner!

Feedback

Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses
will help us create better content for you!

Was this edition useful?

Click here to unsubscribe.
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